
First Earth - Moon Kennedy, Goddard

telcplmne message provide inspiration

sent bv President for landing mission
The/irst Earth-Moon telephone July 20, 1969 came eight

conversation took place at about years after an American Presi-
10:45 p.m. CDT on July 20, sev- dent, John F. Kennedy, commit-
eral minutes into the lunar sur- ted his nation to a manned land-

/ace activities of Apollo 11 crew- ing on the Moon; it came just
men Edwin Aldrin and Neil four decades after aerospace
Armstrong. pioneer and prophet, Robert

Richard M. Nixon, President Goddard, predicted the tech-

o] the United States, placed the nological ability to achieve a
call /rom Washington, D. C. to safe landing; and it came cen-

Tranquility Base, Moon via the turies after man first stared up
Manned Space Flight Network. at the large glowing orb in the

NIXON -- "Neil and Buzz, I night sky and wondered what

am talking to you by telephone miracle might take him there.

from the Oval Rooom at the On July 20, 1969, the people
White House. And this certainly of Earth wimessed the culmin-

has to be the most historic tele- ation of that technological
phone call ever made. "miracle" as Neil A. Arm-

"I just can't tell you how strong lowered himself from
proud we all are of what you spacecraft to lunar surface and
.have done for every American. took "one small step for man,

(Continued on Page 4) one giant leap for mankind."
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Triumphant Apollo 11 returns safely to Earth
An estimated 528 million peo- successful docking and separation _"""_ii_"m"_""""""""i"[_1i_ii_i_i""i_Hiiti"i"J"_""""H"_ij_j_j_`H_:LiitBAt the beginning of the crew's The second scheduled televis-

pie, one million of them at Ken- from the S-IVB stage were con- The Moonship Columbia splash- first sleep period, about 10:30 ion broadcast began at 6:30 p.m.,
nedy Space Center, witnessed the firmed shortly after noon. ed down safely in /he Pacific p.m., the spacecraft was placed during which Commander Neil
launch of America's Apollo 11 On the first day of their lunar Ocean at 11:50 a.m. yesterday, in a flight mode where small A. Armstrong, after warning
Moonship which was to carry its journey, the crew busied them- anti is now on its way to a 21-day thrusters would be fired when- "hold onto your hat world", gave
crew to a successful touchdown selves with navigational star quarantine in MSe's Lun a r ever there was a variation from Earthlings a dizzying view of roll-

on lunar soil on July 20, 1969. sightings and systems checks Reeeiving Laboratory. the desired flight attitude of more ing in weightlessness. The trans-
Liftoff took place only 724 which have become somewhat than one half degree, mission, scheduled to last only 15

milliseconds after the scheduled routine since the successful lunar _h_it_H"t""H""_"""_i_"_in"""H1"_1"_E_"_"_"_"_"i_"_t1t_At 7 a.m. Thursday the Apollo minutes, took more than half an

8:23 a.m. on July 16, pushing missions of Apollo 8 and Apollo try at about 7 p.m. through the 11 crew began their second day hour.

the spacecraft into a near-circular 10. 210-foot antenna at Goldstone, of translunar coast, filling their The crew then had supper and
Earth parking orbit. An afternoon attempt to trans- California gave good pictures of morning with housekeeping prepared for another 10-hour

Translunar injection was ac- mit a color television signal was the West coast, Mexico and the chores, cislunar navigation checks, sleep period.

complished at 11:16 a.m. and the unsuccessful, however a second Pacific. a weather summary from Corn- The major event in Friday's
mand Module Pilot Michael Col- schedule began about 3 p.m. when

'The Eagle has landed , lins and the only translunar mid- Armstrong and Lunar Module

• • • course correction, made at 11:17 Pilot Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr. enter-
- a.m. ed the LM for a preliminary

We did it! Immediately after touchdown, released the Modularized Equip- During the slow afternoon the checkout of the Eagle's systems.- crewbeameddownan unschedul- The television transmission
"Tranquility Base here. The he and Edwin Aldrin, lunar ment Stowage Assembly and ed television broadcast which was scheduled for that afternoon lea-

Eagle has landed," announced module pilot, conducted a check- started the black and white taped for later transmission. (Continued on Page 4)
the flawless lunar landing of out of the LM for contingency television camera that was to

Apollo 11 at 3:18 p.m. on July takeoff and gave a brief descrip- record man's first lunar surface

20, 1969. tion of the lunar surface, activity for the people of Earth. Gih'ulll led the ii, a_"

And when Armstrong's heart After verifying all systems as He then came slowly down During the Apollo 11 Post- country, who led us through
rate rose to 156 at touchdown, "go" for ascent staging and the LM ladder, bounced once Recovery Press Conference that with the first American
there xxcre similar reactions on hmar stay the crew requested between the last rung and Thursday, July 24, 1969, manned space flights, who

Earth as pride, awe and humility permission from Mission Control Eagle's large footpad and, at George Low, manager of the led us from that into Gemini
struck the hearts of administra- to begin their Moonwalk five 9:54 p.m., placed his left foot Apollo Spacecraft Program with 10 sucessful flights

tors, flight controllers, program- hours earlier than planned, firmly on the surface of the Office, speaking for Manned where we learned how to op-
mers, contractors and everyone Request granted, the landing Moon. Spacecraft Center employees erate in space, and who taught

who had played a part, however crew began donning their Extra- M a jo r eve n t s progressed and for many others in the many,, of us here all we know
small, in the accomplishment, vehicular blobility Units, depres- rapidly from that point as Arm- space program, cited the con- today about how to fly men

surizing the LM and otherwise strong took pictures of the LM, tribution to manned space in space--and that is the

Communications were good preparing for exploration of gathered his contingency sample flight by one individual, a Director of this Center, Bob
during the landing as Armstrong Tranquility Base, Moon. and familiarized himself with citation we wish to repeat Gilruth.
took over control of the Eagle This EVA preparation took the lunar environment, here: "Bob, I think I speak for
during the final seconds and somewhat longer than antici- A short Moon landing cere- "... there is one individual all of us here in Houston and

maneuvered it past a football- pared---causing a delay in the mony was conducted by the two I would like to single out and the entire country in saying

field-sized crater filled with modified flight plan of about 12 crewmen, beginning with the un- say just a few words about, that without you, the events
boulders to a smoother area at minutes, veiling of a plaque on the LM This is the man who started of the past week just would
the Southern edge of landing The Eagle's hatch opened at which carries the words "Here Project Mercury, who started not have been po s s ib 1 e.

site number 2 near the Sea of 9:39 p.m. At 9:51 Armstrong men from the planet Earth first manned space flight in this Thanks a lot."
Tranquility. slid out onto the front porch, (Continued on Page 3)
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Blood Bank releases gltidelines

for donating to August drive
The MSC Blood Bank has re- who climb poles, ladders, scaf-

quested the cooperation of all folds, etc., should not give blood
Center employees on August 6 if they must engage in ihese oc-
and 11 to make this year's Blood cupations within 12 hours after

Drive a success, donating.

The Houston Bloodmobile will Routine tests for temperature,
be situated at bldg. 8 between pulse, blood pressure and hemo-

9 a m lind 3.:_p.m. omtbese dates globin will be made on each pro-
and time forparticipation will be spective donar to insure that he

charged to excused absence, can give blood and experience no
The following guidelines should ill effects.

be followed by all those prepar- Those interested in participat-
ing to donate: ing should make an appointment

• Anyone between the ages of with Los Wynn, X6121, or Bar-.
18 and 60 may donate. However, bara Freeman. X3296.
those between 18 and 21 must

have written consent of a parent Presslnell register"APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM PERSONNEL RECEIVE AWARDS FOR SERVICE
Members of the AAP office were presented awards for their various contributions at a recent ceremony, or guardian unless the}, are mar-
They were: A. A. Verrengia, Cost Reduction Award; T. KIoves, P. H. Allen, Jeane_e Beck and H. E. White- ried or in the military, ill record llunlbers
acre, Sustained Superior Performance Awards. Robert F. Thompson, AAP manager, made the presentations. • Donors must weigh at leastThose not present to receive their awards were C. J. Hall, Quality Service increase and H. D. White. SSP.

110 pounds. Extremely over- fOF _IOOll mission
weight individuals should not

Federal Electric give blood without written con- Approximately 3500 newsmen

sent from a private physician. ---over 800 of them from 54 for-

gets contract • It is requested that one eign countries--were accreditedavoid fatty foods and dairy prod- by NASA to cover the Apollo 11
Vice-President Spiro T. Agnew changes it, within limits, to suit

--"The manned lunar landing his needs. The Houston-based Federal ucts during the four hours pre- lunar landing mission.
ceding donation, however it Nearly 2000 watched the

will be one of man's boldest steps, "Our history is the unfinished Electric Corporation has been should not be more than 12 hours launch from the press site at

a step which will have a profound story of the realization of our po- awarded a one-year cost-plus-in- since solid foods have been con- Kennedy Space Center on July 16
effect on our thinking and our tential as men. As President centive-fee contract for support sumed and many of these later moved to
actions for generations to come. Kennedy said: ' . . . the power of services at MSC. • There must be an interval of MSC to be part of the 1,153 who

"Our young people will inherit science and the responsibility of
Under the contract, Federal at least eight weeks between do- registered here.the fruits of this effort and will science have offered mankind a

Electric is responsible for real- nations with a maximum of five Of the foreign delegations, the

be charged with seeing that this new opportunity not only for in- time mission support, flight con- donations during any 12-month largest is 111 from Japan. The
and future generations wisely use tellectual growth, but for moral trol documentation, technical ed- period, next largest is 81 from Italv, then
thenewknowledgewecanexpect discipline;not only for the ac-
to gain." quisition of knowledge, but for iting and writing, engineering • A person should never give 64 from Great Britain, 57 from

documentation, library materials blood if he,has a history of: viral France, 44 from Germany, 38Dr. Thomas O. Paine, NASA the strengthening of our nerve
administrator--"While the Moon and our will.' processing, graphic illustrations, hepatitis, syphilis, tuberculosis, from Argentina and Mexico, 32

satellite quick-copy operation, heart disease, epilepsy, rheumatic from Canada, 21 from Australia,
has been the focus of our efforts, "But spiritual growth is pos- microform services, publications fever, frequent fainting spells, 20 from Spain and 19 from Bra-

the true goal is far more than sible only when our basic human and forms distribution, supply severe head injury, convulsions, zil.
being the first to land men on the needs are met. Much remains to functions and moving and haul- kidney disease, severe allergy, ab- Three Eastern Bloc countriesMoon, as though it were a celes- be done. We are faced with corn-

tim Mr. Everest to be climbed, plex problems of rapidly increas- ing services, normal bleeding, drug addiction are represented: Czechoslovakia
or diabetes requiring special diet with seven, Yugoslavia with three

"The real goal is to develop ing population, urban congestion The contract provides for di- or insulin, and Rumania with two.

and demonstrate the capability for and pollution of our environment, rect and indirect support to all ad- • Anyone with a recent his- Other countries represented
interplanetary travel." "Space research gives us new ministrative operations and re- tory of any of the following are: Angola, Austria, Belgium,

Dr. Paine--"No serious stu- perspectives and the promise of search and development programs should postpone his donation: ma- Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa

dent of the problem of National useful solutions." at the Center. jor surgerv, blood transfusions, Rica, Denmark, Equador, Egypt,securityin thebroadestsensecan

doubt that the space program ofI you r Job _@@_ [ pregnancy, malaria, immunization, Finland, Guatemala, Greece,

severe injury, alcoholism, pro- Haiti, Honduras, Iceland, India,
the United States is contributing longed fever, tattoo, excessive Iran, Ireland, Israel, Korea, Leb-

in a majorway to our world po- weight toss, persistent cough, anon, Luxembourg,Malta, Mon-
sition today, chest pains, shortness of breath, aco, Netherlands, New Zealand,

"The openness of NASA's pro- Headquarters announces Their office is located at 1416 edema or close contact with some- Nicaragua, Norway, Panama,
gram has brought home to people promotion program East Southmore, phone 477- one who has hepatitis. Peru, Portugal, R h o d e s i a,
of all nations the nature of our Headquarters has issued a 1561. • Postponement is aIso sug- Somalia, South Africa, Sweden,
free sodety, the scientific and NASA-wide Merit Promotion Salary inerease gested for those experiencing the Switzerland, Turkey, Uruguay
technological power of the US, Plan effective for all actions ini- waiting periods following: severe cold or sore and Venezuela.
our governmental and industrial
ability, to organize and apply this tiated on or after July 1, 1969. Under Civil Service regulations throat, skin disease, arthritis, hay A spokesman for the United

power and our intention to do The new program, which af- the awarding of a "quality in- fever or asthma, and for those States Information Agency said
so in beneficial ways which do not fects all Centers, will replace the crease" does not constitute an taking medicine for any illness, that the foreign journalists and

threaten the security or vital in- MSC plan in MSCM 3000. Copies "equivalent increase" so as to re- • Individuals who operate Voice of America broadcasters
terest of other nations." are being reproduced and will quire a new waiting period for power machinery, trucks, buses, were reporting the Moon landing

• the periodic within-grade in- emergency vehicles or trains, or in 33 languages.Dr. Robert C. Seamans, Jr., soon be d'isti'ibuted to all em-

Secretary of the Air Force-- ployees, creases.

" However, the timing of a qual- HOUNDUPClearly, there is a continuing Social Security benefits ity increase may affect the lengthrequirement to justify our ex-
penditures in space. Several employees have inquir- of the waiting period itself.

"Those of us who have been ed about social security benefits For example, when an em- ._SA MANNEDSPACECRAFTCENTER HOUSTON,TEXAS
involved personally know the w.hich may have been earned ployee serving in a 104-week The Roundupis an official publication of the National Aeronautics
relevance and importance of our through prior civilian employ- waiting period at step #6 is ad- and Space Administration Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
work. But . . . we must also ment or while in the military vanced by a quality increase to Texas, and is published every other Friday by the Public Affairsservice.
realize that necessary support can step #7, his waiting period is office for MSC employees.

come only from a public under- The Social Security Office in increased to the 156-week wait- Director ........................................... Dr. Robert R. Oilruth
standing of the great value of Pasadena has advised that it will ing period required for advance- Public Affairs Officer .................... Brian M. Duff
these activities, be gI_td to answer individual ment to step #8.

Editor ........................................................ Karen J. Lumpkin
"Man is unique among crea- questions concerning benefits However, all the time spent in

tures in that he not only adjusts available under the Social Secur- step #6 is counted toward the Staff Photographer ............. A. "Pat" Patnesky

to his environment, but actually ity System. longer waiting period.
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Apollo 11's quarantine
started on the Moon

In order to protect the Earth cameras and lunar surface tools,
against possible contamination alI covered with lunar dust, were
from unknown organisms of lu- left on the Moon.

nar origin; the Apollo 11 crew, Then, before the Lbi crew re-

their Moon specimens and their joined Michael Collins in the CM,
spacecraft are undergoing some they thoroughly vacuumed the
of the most stringent biological remaining equipment, the inside

restrictions ever devised by man. of the Eagle and themselves to
Procedures leading up to the lessen the posibility of contami-

scheduled 21-day quarantine in nation transfer.
MSC's Lunar Receiving Labora-
tory actually began on the Moon. T,hroughout the rest of the

Before leaving the lunar sur- flight the CM's environmental

PRIMERECOVERYSHIP USS HORNETSPEEDSTO MID-PACIFICSPLASHDOWNSITE face, Nell Armstrong and Edwin control system filtered the air
Apollo 11 was to have landed at 12:46 p.m. Thursday, 1040 nautical miles Southwest of Honolulu, Hawaii. Aldrin packaged approximately within Columbia so that the cab-

70 pounds of the controversial in would be essentiaIly free of

Orbiting workshop to use Saturn V lunar rockintwovacuum-sealed lunar dustatsplashdown.
Sample Return Containers which Recovery procedures called for
are designed to isolate the ma- the three crewmen to remain in

NASA announced plans Tues equipped for immediate occu- hide. teriaI completely until it is their spacecraft after splashdown
day to launch its first orbital pancy by a crew. The spacecraft will rendezvous opened in the LRL. until a swimmer reached them

workshop in 1972, using the Basic program objectives re- and dock with the workshop and After lunar module ingress tt3e with Biological Isolation Gar-
first two stages of a Saturn V as main the same as those originally crewmen will occupy it for up to landing crew established a pos- ments.
the launch vehicle, announced. The purpose of the 28 days during which time ATM itive airflow to prevent LM dust After donning the BIG's, the

Use of the Saturn V stages will workshop is to provide an en- experiments will be conducted, particles from entering the com- crew was to be taken by helicop-

allow full outfitting of the work- vironment in which man can live Later, revisits of up to 56 days mand module, ter to recovery ship USS Hornet

shop on the ground and will per- and work in space under con- duration will be made using the Certain equipment, such as where, accompanied by a doctor,
mit launching of the facility with trolled conditions for extended Saturn IB-Apollo combination, portable life support systems, they were to enter the blobile
an Apollo Tclcscopc Mount at- periods of time--beyond those Quarantine Facilhy.
tached, provided by the Gemini and |Jlllal" • Illfa( ( ac/ivilv The MQF is a modified, 35-

ApolloPrograms. footlong,convertedhousetrailer
At an earlier date, NASA an- Workshop experiments will (Co_ethmeJ .h'ovJ Page 1) seismic experimenE package and which houses the crew and med-

nounced plans to use the second study man's physiological and a Iasser ranein_ rerro-reflector, ical staff from the time they reach
stage of a Saturn [B as its first phychological responses to space set foot upon the Moon [uly,
orbital workshop and scheduled enviromnent and provide more 1969 A. D. We came in peace The crew described the area the Hornet, approximately 90
the launch for 1971. detailed information on his capa- for all mankind." around the landing site as being minutes after recovery, until

After its initiaI use as a plopul- bilities for extended manned At 10:40 p.m. Armstrong ccvcrcd v,'ilh a fine powder they, are delivered into the LRL

sion system to rcach Earth orbit, flight, plamcd the flag of the United which had qtlhe a lot of cohc on Sunday.

the spent stage was to have been The orbiting ATM will permit States in rhc hmar surface and siveness. Precautionary measures for
prepared by astronauts, while in astronomers to make observations a few minutes later PresidenL Aldrin said that the rocks handling the CM call for the
orbit, for the conduct of scien free from optical in:erference Nixon placeci the first Earth- seemed to be slippery because of hatch to be closed off as soon as" the crew egresses and for the out-
tific and biomedical experiments, from the Earth's atmosphere and Moon tdephone call, thanking the powder. He also reported side surfaces to be decontaminat-

The ApolIo Telescope Mount will provide a platform for dem- tlne men on behalf of all finding a purple rock similar to ed with a liquid spray agent.
was to be Iaunchcd ,tw another onstrating man's ability to per- Americans. types of mica found on Earth. "
Saturn lB. with automatic rcn-- form scientific experiments in During their sra3, the lunar After recovery the module
dczvoua and docking to the work- space by operating a high resolu- astronauts collected about 50 At 12:!2 Monday morning was to be placed at the end of

shop after arrival in orbit, tion astronomical telescope, pounds of bulk rock samples, the triulp.phant lunar hmding the transfer tunnel attached to

Present phms are to use the The Saturn V workshop will about 20 pounds of documented crew, with samples, film and a the MQF and sealed.storchousc of pers_ual observ-
launch capahility of the larger be launched unmanned from Ken- samples and several core sam_|es Tapes, lunar sample boxes,
Saturn V to send the workshop nedv Space Center. About a day of lunar soil. " atkms, reentered the Eagle, film and other items were to be

and ATM up together. The work- later, a three-man crew will be Thex also deplo_ed the Early slammed the hatch and prepared carried to the MQF, sprayed and

shop will he outfitted on the launched in an Apollo spacecraft Apollo Scientific Experiments thet°reiointripbackC°I!inStoinEarth.C°iumbiafor deposited in special containers for

ground and will arrive in orbit atop the smaller Saturn IB ve- Packaoc containing a passive the transfer.

Roundup Swap-Shop
Deadline for Swap-Shop classified ads is the Friday preceding Roundup publication date. Ads received after the deadline will be run in the next following issue.
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165 x 75' lot, I block to water, _._i! finance, 66 VW :ransporter, ove-_ead rtck, ideal for Hill, 471-4305.

B Stephenson. 946 4286 camci-_ 53,020 rr, i $10CO, pe_f_ t, 483-4021 MISCELLANEOUS Meta' cutting lathe, Sears, 6" x 18- w,,thread:u:tin_ gear_, $65, G Koe_ke, 4882797 Air conditiener fcr VW Beetle, preferable
Almeda Mgl', house for renL 3 1-1, c_vere_

car port, l-yr rease at $135'mo cr $150,'mo. 62 C.",r_a[r Mc,'_za inte-icr & exter;cr bcdy 3 p ece corr:er slee._e_ c:u:h set w table, A.M FM Hi-fi console w'reverb & stereo _lay 5 volt, M Trichel, 668-6924 after 5:30.

J Vick, 487.3844 parts, hub caos tinmd g ass 477 4448 $10C or best of:er: modern walnut dinng er, amp i'ier bu t in, 575, 488 2797. Throw away "'unk" TV, Hi ti components,

Almeda Mall house for rent, 3 bdr. central b8 Gold GTO automatic _ir, _M"_M sterec, :able 'w e_:, S49 ."r be_t offer J B_:es, Light _rtable belt sander, $12; B,Jndy dari- et:, will _ick up, J Samouce, 488-0406

A/H, huge den, fenced, buql-ins, draped & $2850, S Sp_eth, 9443170 afte" 5. 04_4687 net $50: _ & ' hp motors, $10 eack', 6/12 10-_peed racing bike, K L.umpkin, X5111.
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Car-likevehicle EASEP functions well;planned for use

in later la,,dings begins to send data
Lunar exploration by the

Apollo 11 crew was limited, Even before the ApOllo 11 all the way through?Is it grad-
both by time and mobility, to landing crew returned to their ually coolingoff? Does it have
a relatively small area around spacecraft Sunday evening, sci- a mantel like Earth? What is

their landing site. entists on Earth had begun to the composition of the surface
receive information from the features and how did they get

Subsequent Apollo missions, first in a series of experiments there? What is the actual dis-

however, may carry a hmar designed to tell them more about tance between the Earth and the
rover, similar to a small cat', to the Moon. Moon?
increase that mobilitv.

A request for proposals on the These first experiments, con- The EASEP consists of two

design, development, test and tained in the Early Apollo Ex- basic experiments which were
delivery of four flight models periment Package, hopefully will deployed bv crewmen Nell A.
has been releasedfrom Marshall solve some of the mysteriesthat Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin,

Space Flight Center, IIuntsvillc, have puzzled students of our Jr., and left on the Moon. These
Alabama. naturalsatellite: are the passiveseismicexperi-

ment package and the laser rang-
The lunar rover vehicle is What is the internal make-up ing retro-reflector.

scheduled for use in 1971 IT'S HOUSTONON THE MOON! of the Moon? Does it have a A third effort, the solar wind
Apollo flights, after planned ira- Photographic illustration compares sJze ol Houston with Apollo 11 landing site. molten core? Is it a solid rock experiment, was a short duration

provements have buen made to test, set up early in EVA and
the hmar module', comm:md ._lO0|][ mission encounters few problems-- removed before EVA termi-
module and astronaut life sup-
port equipment. (Continued /rom Page 1) At 9:23 a.m. he was joined by Lunar Iiftoff was accomplished nation, to be brought back toEarth.

tured Aldrin's guided tour of the Armstrong and together the), pre- without a hitch at 12:45 p.m.,

The vehicle, actually much LM interior, including close-ups pared the LM for separation from leaving the Eagle's four-legged The PSEP, much like the the
smaller than a conventional auto of the module's intricate controls the command ship and _or the base on the Moon. seismometer used to measure

mobile, will have four wheels and of the equipment to be worn trip to the lunar surface. Using the spacecraft's small earthquakes, will record for
and weigh about 400 pounds, on the lunar surface. Then, they donned their space maneuvering and attitude thrust- Earth scientists not only hmar-

It will provide hmar surface After the crew had entered suits and continued systems ers, Aldrin moved the Eagle into quakes but also meteoroid
transportation for two crewmen, Lheir third sleep period at about checks while Collins conducted the orbital path of the command impacts, their frequency and
their hand tools, collected lunar 9:30 p.m., Flight Surgeon Dr. landmark tracking exercises, ship, and, at approximately 4:35 effect.
samples and other equipment Clmrles Berry announced the T,he Eagle began its descent to p.m., Eagle and Columbia dock- It will also measure the lunar

and experiments. _ crew's physical shape as "excel- the lunar surface at 2:30 p.m. ed and became Apollo 11 again, gravity vector, showing changes
The vehicle will increase the lent" and said that the}, had been with an engine burn of slightly For the next four hours the in the Moon's gravity as it

scope of hmar exploration by, sleeping very well. more than 29 seconds, crew transfered equipment from follows in orbit and is affected
conserving time and thus provid- A cancellation of the fourth As the LM moved into a slowly the LM to the CM. Then, after by the Sun and Earth.
ing a greater scientific return for mid-course correction allowed the descending orbit with Armstrong egressing the LM for the last An isotopic heater system is
each mission, crew to sleep until 7:30 a.m. in- and Aldrin strapped at their re- time, the crew jettisoned the built into the PSEP and will

Marshall has been conducting stead of the scheduled wakeup spective control panels, Michael Eagle and prepared for transearth protect the seismic recorder dur-
red,catch and planning "toward time of 5:30 on Saturday. Collins, in CM, began his 28- injection, ing frigid lunar nights.

a lunar roving vehicle since During the morning, Mission hour virgil. When Apollo 11 came around The Apollo Lunar Radioiso-

After the successful landing the Moon on its 31st orbit, Arm- topic Heater, developed by the
1964. Control read through flight plan and lunar surface activity, and

strong said "Tell them t6"open Atomic Energy Commission, will
updates and 'issued instructions following a night of fitful rest in the LRL", announcing the suc- be the first major use of nuclearPhone call-- rcorlentin_; the spacecraft as
Apollo 11 steadily gained speed the cramped quarters of the LM, cessful completion of the TLI energy in a manned space flight.

(Ccmti,z:,'d h'om Page 1 ) in relation to the Moon. Armstrong and Aldrin were awak-• ened on the Moon to prepare for burn shortly before midnight. Each of the two heaters is
This has to be the proudest day Lunar orbit insertion was ac- their trip home. With the perfectly planned, fueled with about 1.2 ounces of

of our Iives. complished at about 12:30 Sat- The three crewmen spent perfectly executed lunar rendez- plutonium 238. Heat is given
"And for people all over the urday afternoon, the engine burn Monday morning preparing for vous left to history, Mission Con- off as the well-shielded radio-

world, I am sure they, too, join placing Columbia in a 70 by 195 _he ascent staging and docking trol and the Apollo 11 crew set- active material decays.
with Americans in recognizing statute mile elliptical orbit, maneuver and Collins continued tied into a more relaxed pace as The LRRR is a reto-reflector

what a feat this is. Armstrong reported that he his unsuccessful attempts to spot the spacecraft sped toward the array, built of cubes of fused

"Because of what you have could easily pick out Moon craters the Eagle on the lunar surface, mid-Pacific recovery line. silica and connected to a folding

done, the heavens have become a and mare as the spacecraft orbit- support structure for aiming and
part of man's world. And as you cd the Moon for the first time. aligning the array toward Earth.

talk to us from the Sea of Trai> A second firing of the Service 1#rO_ Laser ranging beams from
quility, it inspirus us to double Propulsion System engine at _Lews Earth will be reflected back to
our efforts to bring peace and ab<3ut 4:45 p.m. changed Colum- their point of origin for precise

tranquility to Earth. bia's orbit to a near-circular one QrOu_Ld measurement of Earth-Moon"For one priceless moment in of 62 by 75 statute miles above distances, motion of the Moon's
the whole history of man, all the the lunar surface, center of mass, lunar radius and

people on this Earth are truly one. Another checkout of the LM Earth geophysical information.

One in their pride in what you and a dramatictelecastof Moon Earth stations which will
have done, and one in our pray- pictures were completed before GODDARD--Goddard Space Flight Center's sixth Orbiting beam lasers to the LRRR in-
ors that you will return safely to the crew bedded down for the GeoDhysicaI Observatory, OGO-6, launched June 5 from the Western

Earth." night. Test Range, is living up to the project's record for high performance clude the McDonald Observatory
ARMSTRONG--"Thank you, The crew was awakened Sun- with all of its 25 experiments operating as planned, at Ft. Davis, Texas; Lick Ob-

Mr. Prcsidcm. It's a great bon- day at 6:05 a.m., and, after a The last and largest of the OGO series is designed to study the servatorv Nit. Hamilton, Calif-
or and privilege for us to be here quick breakfast, began the busiest interaction of radiation from the Sun with the upper reaches of the ornia; and the Catalina Station
representing not only the United day of their mission--prepara- Earth's atmosphere and its magnetic field, at the University of Arizona.

States, but men of peace of all tions for landing. LOCKHEED--The world's largest airplane, Lockheed's new C-5 The other experiment, design-

nations. And with interest and a In the morning newscast they Galaxy, recently broke all weight records, lifting 762,000 pounds, ed to measure solar wind par-
curiosity and a vision for the were told that church services Despite higher costs, said a company spokesman, the C-5 trans- t:.cles, is made from a thin sheet
future, i_'s an honor for us to be around the world were mention- port "will give the US superiority in airlift, a capability and a versa- of aluminum foil. The foil was

able to participate here today." ing Apollo 11 in their prayers, tility far greater than heretofore imagined." framed and set up on the lunar
NIXON--"And thank you TRW--TRW's California Branch has recently acquired a draft- surface in such a manner as to

very much and I look forward-- As Apollo 11 emerged from ing machine which produces perspective drawings in 30 to 90 per cent catch solar particles molecularly
all of us look forward to seeing the back of the Moon on its llt,h less time than it takes an illustrator, in the alumimim

you on the Hornet on Thursday." revolution, Aldrin was in the LM The device is a logic machine and refuses to accept anything illog- It is being returned to the

ALDRIN--"I look forward to going through his familiarization icaI, thus checking the accuracy of original drawings as it translates Lunar Receiving Laboratory for
that verymuch,s'r. routine, theminto threedimensions, anah'sis.


